
Please note: all FLA meetings and events, including social events, are subject to the application of competition law and therefore must be conducted in 
compliance with competition law.  Any business information which is sensitive or strategically useful must not be discussed, including any reference to pricing, margins, 
discounts, trading terms, use of third party suppliers or market share. You are reminded that failure to comply with competition law may bring with it serious 
consequences for individuals and their companies. Such consequences include heavy fines and, in certain cases, the imposition of criminal penalties and sentences.

The COVID pandemic brought unprecedented challenges to the economy 
and FLA markets. This important and timely seminar will focus on the 
current economic situation, examining where member firms go from here, 
the longer-term impacts and what future markets might look like. 
 
Join us for a morning of high-quality speakers followed by a panel 
discussion.

Who should book? 
 � Senior managers from the credit and finance industry.
 � Finance providers.
 � Senior managers from associated service providers such as law firms.
 � Compliance and Operations Directors and Managers.
 � Business Consultants.
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Programme

10.00   Chair’s opening remarks
  Geraldine Kilkelly, Director of Research and Chief Economist, FLA  

10.05  An overview of economic conditions
  Ian Stewart, Partner and Chief Economist, Deloitte

10.20   The automotive market and customer behaviour
           Marc Palmer, Brand Director, Auto Trader UK

10.35   Consumer creditworthiness conditions
            Simon Lee, Head of Data Management, Experian 
  Craig Lupton, Lead Data Analyst, Experian

10.50   The state of the business finance market  
            Matt Adey, Director and Senior Economist, British Business Bank

11.05   Panel discussion and Q&A

11.30   Chair’s summing up and closing remarks
  Geraldine Kilkelly, Director of Research and Chief Economist, FLA 
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